Introduction
In recent years, deductive program verification tools have made significant progress. Full functional verification of individual functions written in real-world programming languages is practicable with reasonable effort. Verifying large and complex software systems is also feasible, as shown in the L4.verified and Verisoft projects using system software as the verification target [20, 5] . Naturally, verifying non-trivial software systems requires substantial effort due to the size of the system alone. In addition, however, even with modern specification methodologies and verification tools, verification of a large software system suffers from scalability issues. Like in the software development process -where the effort of implementing a complete system is more than the sum of implementing its isolated components -the effort of specifying and verifying a real-world system is more than the sum of verifying its components.
In this paper we report on lessons learned from the Verisoft XT project. In the context of this project, core parts of the embedded hypervisor PikeOS (see http://www.pikeos.com) have been verified using the VCC [13] verification tool. While the size of this microkernel is several orders of magnitude smaller compared to, e.g., the Linux kernel, for functional verification this can be considered to be a substantial code size. The issues presented in the paper are drawn from our experience with the PikeOS case study. Some of these issues surprised us while others were expected to occur from the beginning of the project on. But even for the expected problems, their impact on the verification effort often deviated from our anticipations. For example, the difficulty to verify complex algorithms and data structures turned out to be of little concern in the project (as the implementation of PikeOS avoided this complexity for good reason).
The two main conclusions from our work in the Verisoft XT projects are: firstly, verification of complex concurrent software systems can be successfully done and, secondly, given the power of modern verification tools, not verification but specification is the real bottleneck for large software systems. We argue that the latter insight applies not only to microkernels but to most non-trivial software system.
The structure of the paper is as follows: In Sect. 2, we present our verification setup in the Verisoft XT avionics subproject, introducing our verification target PikeOS, the used verification tool VCC, as well as our verification approach. Sect. 3 presents the main contribution of this work, namely issues in verifying large software systems, together with approaches to deal with them. This is followed by related work in Sect. 4 and conclusions in Sect. 5.
2 The Verisoft XT Avionics Project
The PikeOS Microkernel
PikeOS is a virtualization platform deployed and used in industry. It consists of an L4-based microkernel acting as paravirtualizing hypervisor and a system software component. PikeOS is written to run on many platforms, including x86, PowerPC, MIPS, and ARM among others. While PikeOS is able to make use of multi-processor setups, we only considered the single-processor configuration for Verisoft XT -this decision confines concurrency in the kernel to preemption of user processes and interrupts. The PikeOS kernel is tailored to the context of embedded systems, featuring real-time functionality and resource partitioning. The system software component is responsible for system configuration. Together with the system software, the PikeOS kernel provides partitioning features that allow to virtualize several applications, such as operating systems or run-time environments, on one CPU, where each application runs in a secure environment with configurable access to other partitions if desired. In order to provide real-time functionality, there are many regions within the kernel code where execution may be preempted. Thus we have a concurrent kernel. Moreover, the kernel is multi-threaded.
Most parts of the PikeOS kernel, especially those that are generic, are written in C, while other parts that are close to the hardware are necessarily implemented in assembly. While the exact amount of assembly depends on the architecture one works on, in our particular case, PowerPC assembly is about one tenth of the codebase.
At the kernel level, the mechanisms for communication between threads are IPC, events, and shared memory. High-level communication concepts such as ARINC ports can be mapped onto these kernellevel mechanisms. For a thorough discussion of the evolution of PikeOS, see [19] .
One consequence of using an existing and widely deployed system as verification target is that we could not modify the code base to make it more amenable to verification. In addition, PikeOS has not been written with deductive verification (as used in VCC) in mind. On the other hand, because of the context of the application domains of PikeOS (especially avionics), the implementation avoids overly complex (and possibly more efficient) implementations in favor of maintainable, adaptable, and robust code. PikeOS as a component of avionics systems has successfully passed DO-178B [24] evaluations, which supports this claim.
The Verification Tool and Methodology: VCC
VCC is a deductive verification tool for concurrent C programs at the source code level that is used to prove correctness of C implementations against their functional specification. The VCC toolchain allows for modular verification of concurrent C programs using function contracts and invariants over data structures. Function contracts are specified by pre-and postconditions. VCC is an annotation-based Figure 1 : Example VCC function contract system, i.e., contracts and invariants are stored as annotations within the source code in a way that is transparent to the regular, non-verifying compiler. Figure 1 shows the contract of a function that returns the smallest element of an array. The precondition "requires" parameter len to be greater than zero and pointer a to point to an array of size len in memory, accessible to the currently executing thread (indicated by "thread local"). The postcondition "ensures" that the result is indeed the minimal element of the array, i.e., (a) it is less or equal than any element in the array and (b) actually one of the elements of the array.
As most annotation-based verification systems today, VCC works using an internal two-stage process. The reason for this is a better separation of concerns and easy integration of different tools. As shown in Fig. 2 , the first stage of the VCC toolchain translates the annotated C code into first-order logic via an intermediate language called BoogiePL [14] . BoogiePL is a simple imperative language with embedded assertions. From this BoogiePL representation, it is easy to generate a set of first-order logic formulas, which state that the program satisfies the assertions. These formulas are called verification conditions and the stage a verification condition generator (VCG).
In the second stage, the resulting formulas are sent to an automatic theorem prover resp. SMT solver (in our case Z3 [23] ) together with a background theory capturing the semantics of C's built-in operators, etc. The prover checks whether the verification conditions are entailed by the background theory. Entailment implies that the original program is correct w.r.t. its specification. Interaction with the VCC tool is only possible (and necessary) before the first stage of the toolchain, by providing annotations. Once sufficient annotations have been provided (assuming the program fulfills its specification), the proof is done automatically, hence the term auto-active was coined for systems following this interaction paradigm.
Other tools following the annotation-based paradigm include Spec# [3] or Caduceus [15] . They are all based on powerful fully-automatic provers and decision procedures, and they support real-world programming languages such as C and C#.
Annotation-based Verification. Annotations can serve distinctly different purposes, though sometimes several different ones simultaneously. Besides requirement annotations that assure the behavior of the program towards its environment, auto-active based systems need auxiliary annotations to be able to prove the program correct w.r.t. the requirement specification.
While one class of auxiliary annotation is needed merely for efficiency reasons (e.g., lemmas or intermediate assertions), another class, the essential auxiliary annotations [7] are a prerequisite for the existence of a correctness proof (e.g., loop invariants or data-structure invariants and abstractions).
Many annotations are part of the definition of module boundaries (either implicitly or explicitly): pre-and postconditions modularize functions, loop invariants encapsulate functional behavior of loops, and even assertions within a function body may serve as modularization points (separating the part of the function which has to establish the assertion from the part in which the assertion is assumed to hold). One important task in software verification is to find the right annotations at these module boundaries, especially at the function level in case of large software systems.
In theory, the strategy to come up with contracts for the functions of a large software system is simple: first, the top-most functions in the call graph are annotated with the weakest specification necessary to establish the requirement specification. Then, in a top-down manner, all functions are iteratively annotated with the weakest specification sufficient to establish correctness of their parents. Similarly, this process could also be performed bottom-up, starting with the strongest possible contract for the leaves of the call graph.
Unfortunately, using weakest resp. strongest contracts is not a good idea in practice. They are (a) hard to find and (b) hard to prove (strong contracts) resp. make it hard to prove the parent's correctness (weak contracts). That is, while choosing a strong postcondition for all children of f makes verification of f simple, it complicates verification of the children. So, in practice, the solution to a verification task is a set of auxiliary annotations that are just strong enough resp. just weak enough.
Moreover, the logical strength of a contract is not its only relevant property but its syntactic form is just as important: consider the two contracts for the function sqrt that computes (an integer approximation of) the square root of an integer shown in Fig. 3 . While both contracts specify the same behavior of sqrt, one of the two contracts may be much more useful than the other one, depending on the verification tool used and the properties that are needed in the verification of a caller of sqrt.
Verification Strategy in Verisoft XT
For the first verification targets within PikeOS, we chose functions that were neither dependent on hardware features nor complex features of the programming or specification language (in particular, concurrency was left out). Also, minimal dependencies w.r.t. other parts of PikeOS were of advantage -eligible functions were identified using the call-graph of PikeOS. This allowed for quick progress in verification but also reduced efforts in adapting specifications when changes in the specification language were made as VCC evolved.
Next, we extended verification to sequential execution of a simple system call that already included kernel functionality spanning all levels of the PikeOS microkernel, in particular PowerPC assembly [5] .
Here we followed the approach of Maus and Shadrin [22, 25] to translate assembly into C code which is simulating the instruction set architecture using C data structures representing the hardware state.
For the verification of system calls, a first version of an abstract model of PikeOS according to the informal descriptions of the PikeOS kernel (e.g., the kernel's reference manual) was introduced. Then, using VCC's support for specification and verification of concurrent code, which was added in the course of Verisoft XT, we were able to specify and verify preemptable system calls. This most notably included handling of preemption locks, interruption of threads, and multi-threaded concurrency. All sequentially executed parts of the system call between the preemption points are represented by a transition on the abstract kernel state. Coupling invariants between the abstract and concrete kernel state ensure correct functionality of the kernel implementation. The overall correctness of PikeOS is then expressed as a simulation theorem between the abstract model of the kernel with the user machines and their concrete counterparts. A more detailed description of our verification methodology can be found in [6] .
Concerning the verification engineering work, VCC made it comparatively easy to argue about generic data structures like bitmap vectors and lists, as well as smaller-sized leaf functions in the kernel. The ubiquity of references (C pointers) to memory in the kernel and the memory ownership model of VCC then forced us to focus on memory management [4] . VCC verification also included parts of the scheduler and task tree, and numerous helper functions, in part including also assembly code. To give a ball-park figure, the overall size of the verification effort done with VCC was several thousand lines of code including annotations. The rest of this paper treats the microkernel as a codebase for real-life operating systems code, and what we encountered when using VCC on it. We believe the issues we met are not properties particular to microkernels or PikeOS.
Lessons Learned From Microkernel Verification
Although the list of issues presented in this section might indicate otherwise, our primary conclusion from the Verisoft XT project is that current auto-active verification systems are powerful enough to be successfully applied to microkernels, i.e., complex concurrent systems. For VCC-based verification in Verisoft XT we focused on core parts of the microkernel, and all relevant specification mechanisms could be established.
Independently of the size and the type of the system to be verified, the verification task using annotation-based verification tools can be divided into the following three phases:
1. Formalization of given (informal) requirement specifications as program annotations.
2. Adding auxiliary annotations to describe the boundaries and interfaces of the different modules of the system (e.g., function contracts or loop invariants).
3. "Local" verification of single modules (functions) in isolation. In practice, all three steps have to be performed repeatedly during several iterations of changing annotations until a fixed-point is reached, any bugs in the code or the requirement specification are fixed, and verification of the whole system succeeds.
There are several common ways to simplify the verification of large and complex systems and make it feasible in practice: (a) reducing the cost of specifying and verifying a single property of a single module (function), (b) modularization, i.e., decomposing the verification task by verifying one module of the system at a time, and (c) abstracting from details of the system's implementation and behavior.
All three of these concepts are addressed to a certain extent by current deductive verification tools: (a) Verification tools have made a leap forward in recent years, enabling users to verify individual functions once considered challenging with ease. (b) Annotation-based verification tools like VCC make use of decomposition of the verification task by verifying individual functions and threads in a modular fashion. Unfortunately, in practice, the verification effort does not scale linearly with the number of modules due to interactions via shared data structures and common parts of the program states. (c) Abstraction is possible using a separate specification state and abstract data types. But support for this is limited in the VCC tool and methodology.
In the following, we will illustrate why verification of a system like PikeOS still is a challenging task, despite all support by the verification tool and methodology. Although some of the discussed issues are more prominent for verification targets that have the characteristics of a microkernel, they are in no way exclusive for such programs but occur to a certain extent with every large software system. The remainder of this section is structured according to the three specification and verification phases listed above.
Formalizing Requirements
As already argued in Sect. 2.2, in theory it is not necessary to come up with top-level contracts adapted to the (often informal) requirement specification of the system, as the strongest possible contract must always suffice. However, in practice, the strongest contract not only makes verification more complicated, but it also obscures the intention behind the behavior of the system. In addition, regardless of the strength of a contract, the user has to find the right kind of abstraction when formalizing informal requirements. For these reasons, formal top-level contracts must take the informal requirements and other system documentation into consideration.
Issue: Implicit Behavior in Informal Specifications. There exists rich official material in form of end-user documentation and requirement engineering documentation for PikeOS. These are however focused on the strict separation of platforms, architecture, and kernel (which is justified from a maintenance perspective) and is thus of limited use for finding annotations for functional verification.
Example. An example for user-level documentation keeping concurrency effects implicit is the informal specification of a system call that changes the priority of a thread (confined to the user-defined value MCP, the "maximum controlled priority" of a task), taken from the kernel reference manual: "This function sets the current thread's priority to newprio. Invalid or too high priorities are limited to the caller's task MCP. Upon success, a call to this function returns the current thread's priority before setting it to newprio." However, this system call is preemptable, and if during a preemption another user thread has changed the thread's priority before the function's return value is assigned, then the "old priority" returned might not be what a naive observer might expect who neglects that the system is concurrent [5] .
Approaches to Resolving the Issue. Ideally, to simplify the transition from the more informal existing system documentation, a first step would be a specification mechanism that allows to write down the intention of the programmer respectively system architect explicitly, although without the need of a complex formal specification. Preferably, these documents have to be of value in the software development process besides formal verification. An example of such precise specification of the expected system behavior are test cases.
In this regard, also documents supporting certification measures are helpful: the DO-178 avionics certification requires, e.g., descriptions of concurrency and reentrance analyses. Also the Common Criteria for Information Technology Security give suggestions to system architects in how to structure an architecture of a system and how to describe the security properties of a system in terms of domain separation, self-protection and non-bypassibility.
Besides existing documentation, code inspection is a practicable way to get a first version of the auxiliary annotations needed for the verification of the requirement specification. However, this involves the risk of repeating mistakes in the specification that were already introduced in the implementation.
Issue: No Syntactic Distinction Between Different Kinds of Annotations. Besides the requirement specification, there are two kinds of auxiliary annotations needed for verification with VCC, as already stated in Sect. 2.2. However, in the case of VCC, there is no clearly visible distinction between auxiliary and requirement specification and between essential and non-essential annotations added for performance reasons. We argue in [7] that it is extremely important for the user to have knowledge about which kind of annotations are essential for the verification system as without that knowledge they may continue to add the wrong annotations in case of a failed proof attempt. Moreover, we claim that requirement and auxiliary annotations must be syntactically distinguished. That makes specifications clearer and easier to read and understand. In certification processes it is indispensable to have a very clear understanding of which annotations form the requirement specification that has been verified. Also, managing annotations in case of software evolution is more difficult when no clear distinction is given: while auxiliary annotations may be changed or removed at will, requirements have to stay unchanged. As a consequence, without this distinction, maintainability of the annotations suffers, e.g., by having to separate requirements from auxiliary annotations in such a case.
Example. When VCC verifies an inline function, a full specification of pre-and postconditions is needed. However, the specification of the inline function is an implementation detail and not part of the external requirements. Inline functions are common for our verification target for efficiency reasons, one example is the function to restore interrupts described in [5] .
Approaches to Resolving the Issue. It is preferable to keep requirement and auxiliary annotations separate, e.g., requirement annotations in the header file and auxiliary annotations in the C source file. Where no such separation is possible, keywords (in the style of visibility modifiers public and private) should be used.
Adding Auxiliary Annotations
After the requirements have been formalized as annotations, a multitude of essential auxiliary annotations have to be added before even the first verification attempt can begin. Among these auxiliary annotations are function contracts, loop invariants, as well as data structure invariants. In most cases, this initial set of auxiliary annotations is not sufficient to prove the part of the system considered correct and the annotations have to be adapted in several iterations, for reasons further explained below.
Modularization
Modularization helps to reduce verification effort by decomposing the verification task. For the modular verification of sequential programs with VCC, a function is verified using the contracts of all the functions it calls -instead of their implementations. This design choice relieves the load on the automated prover at the expense of having to write (auxiliary) function contracts for all functions.
For this reason, using current auto-active verification tools, the bottleneck of verification is how to find the right auxiliary specifications and specifications of interfaces between modules. In addition, architectures such as microkernels feature some inherent characteristics that restrict the extent to which the specification task can be modularized.
In the case of the PikeOS microkernel, implementations of single C functions are deliberately kept simple to facilitate maintainability and certification measures -the functionality of the whole kernel is rather implemented by interaction of many of these small functions, operating on common data structures. Microkernels, and more generally, all operating systems, have to keep track of the overall system's state, resulting in relatively large and complex data structures on which many of the kernels functions operate conjointly. This amount of interdependencies has an impact on the following issues. Issue: Entangled Specifications. Function specifications have strong dependencies on each other. Finding the right annotations for a single function requires the verification engineer to consider several functions at once, due to these dependencies. Good feedback of the verification tool in case of a failed verification attempt is essential. Feedback given by annotation-based verification tools so far only focuses on the function currently being verified. This allows the user to pinpoint and fix bugs in the specification or program respectively to change auxiliary annotations, e.g., loop invariants or contracts for called functions. For the verification of single functions, this tool support is sufficient. However, current specification methodologies are lacking w.r.t. providing help to the user in case of analyzing problems with interdependent specifications.
Example. Already the relatively simple examples given in [4, 5] both have a call graph of depth three, showing the interdependency of the annotations between callers and callees.
Approaches to Resolving the Issue. One solution to this issue, we considered in [8] , is to provide early feedback when starting to specify a software system. Our approach is based on the combination of deductive verification as in VCC with software bounded model checking (SBMC) using the LLBMC tool [26] . For this, annotations written in VCC's specification language are translated into assertions that can be checked by LLBMC (i.e., boolean C expressions extended with some features specific to LLBMC). The SBMC procedure then allows to check these assertions without the need to provide any additional auxiliary annotations as in case with VCC, e.g., functions are inlined and loops unrolled instead of modularized using annotations. However, in contrast to deductive verification, the number of loop iterations resp. the function invocation depth is bounded. If no assertion is violated within the given bounds, this does not imply that the program adheres to its specification, as a bug may still occur, e.g., in a loop iteration outside the given bound. That is, LLBMC does not provide a full proof (that is left to VCC) but a quick check that can point the user to problems in the annotations early on and thus avoid unnecessary VCC proof attempts.
A comparison of the regular VCC workflow with the SBMC-supported variant is shown in Fig. 4 . Using VCC alone (Fig. 4a) , starting from the sufficiently annotated C code, VCC is invoked (step 1). If VCC verifies the program to fulfill its specification (step 2a), the process ends. More often, though, verification fails (step 2b) and the user has to change annotations using the counterexample provided by VCC (step 3). Figure 4b shows the same process, this time with guidance by LLBMC: the annotated C code is given to both VCC and LLBMC in step 1. In case LLBMC reports a violated assertion (step 2b), the user is given a concrete trace through the program that leads to this violation, which is very helpful in finding either bugs in the implementation or specification. Issue: Module Granularity. Dependencies between functions obfuscate module boundaries and thus make finding the right module interfaces difficult. In addition, even if larger modules can be identified, there is no particular support for a hierarchical modularization in annotation-based verification systems and for specifying properties of such a larger module, e.g., on the system architecture level.
Also, by the VCC methodology, module boundaries are fixed by having to provide function contracts for all functions -this implies that every function is also a module. However, some function boundaries of the software system might also be chosen for reasons other than clear separation of disjoint functionality of different modules. Ideally, for those functions of a large software system that are not part of the externally visible part of the system's interface, such function contracts could be omitted -especially for small library functions that occur at the leaves of the system's call graph.
Example. VCC simply treats each function as a module. Conversely, modules in PikeOS are not restricted to one function.
Approaches to Resolving the Issue. Inlining of function calls would help to make function contracts obsolete for those functions of the system that are not a module on its own but only part of some larger functionality. This would already moderate the issue of imposing fixed module boundaries for functions in some cases.
Abstraction
Besides modularization, abstraction is another important instrument to handle verification of large software systems. Good abstraction of the functional behavior of a system helps to focus on important details of the functionality, and allows for clear and succinct specifications. Poorly chosen abstractions may complicate verification up to making it impossible to verify the system at all -which abstraction is appropriate not only depends on the system properties to be specified but also on how well the verification tool used is able to reason about it. Issue: Finding the Right Abstraction. To find the right abstraction for data structures, analyzing the source code alone is often not sufficient in practice. Complexity of the implementation of a single data structure is secondary when considering verification effort. Gathering the important properties of the data structure is crucial in order to find the right abstraction. Which of these properties are needed and relied upon in the software depends on its usage in the functions of the system. While some techniques such as CEGAR exist that may help in some cases in finding the right abstractions, these functions are not sufficiently supported in current deductive annotation-based systems. Again, multiple dependencies between the functions that all operate on (parts of) the same data structure make it hard to find the right abstraction. Besides better support from verification tools, in order to come up with the right abstractions, information from system developers and architects is vital.
Example. The concept of representing chunks of memory as objects is one abstraction provided by VCC. On top of this notion of objects, the concept of ownership sets (consisting of objects), as well as the concept to define specification maps (with objects as their domain) is provided by VCC as two other abstraction mechanisms. Both of these abstraction features are used in [4] where ownership sets provide a grouping of objects of the same type to "object managers", whereas a map expresses separation of objects.
Issue: No Language Support for Abstractions. Abstraction in the VCC tool is mainly achieved by using specification ("ghost") state together with built-in abstract data types like maps or sets, where the abstract state is related to the concrete program state with the help of coupling invariants.
One advantage of having a similar notation for the ghost data structures and statements compared to real C is that programmers are already familiar with it. However, at times, such notations are still too close to the source code and better suited alternatives exist -in general, mechanisms to specify abstractions have to be more flexible in order to be able to choose the right abstraction methodology for the task at hand.
Examples. Lists (used in [4] ) would benefit from a recursive specification. Another example where a recursive specification would have been more natural is the PikeOS task tree [19] and functions using it.
Approaches to Resolving the Issue. Concerning data abstraction, user-defined abstract data types were already introduced into the VCC methodology, however, there is a large amount of established formalisms, like CASL, that should be taken into further consideration when extending the specification language.
For control abstraction, many established formalisms exist that could be used for one of the abstraction layers on top of the code, e.g., CSP or abstract state machines. Also, a built-in refinement mechanism is needed to connect the different abstraction levels.
Local Verification
Deductive software verification tools have improved in recent years to a degree that full functional verification of individual functions written in real-world programming languages is practicable with reasonable effort. This is demonstrated, e.g., by the results of recent verification competitions (e.g., [12] ), where selected software verification problems are solved with limited time resources by teams ranging from verification tool developers to regular tool users.
In the following, we consider for small scale verification the verification of a single function against a given informal requirement specification. This includes formalizing the requirement specification in a way that is suitable to the verification methodology at hand, as well as coming up with all auxiliary specifications necessary to verify the function correct w.r.t. its contract.
Issue: Support in Finding Auxiliary Annotations. Finding the right auxiliary annotations for local verification is a complicated task. One issue, finding the right essential annotations at module boundaries, has already been mentioned in Sect. 3.2 -besides the obvious function contracts, also loop invariants belong to this group. Even if, after some iterations, these essential annotations are appropriate for verifying the function in question, finding auxiliary annotations between modularization points remains to be done.
As functional program verification is undecidable, it is not surprising that coming up with the right annotations is non-trivial. Until now, there is little support by the tools in finding the right auxiliary annotations: in case of performance problems of the prover, the user can inspect the proof process and investigate which annotation takes up most of the time. In addition, statistics of the underlying SMT solver are reported, e.g., the number of quantifier instantiations so far, in order to find bottlenecks. In case of too weak essential annotations, VCC produces a counterexample that helps to find the missing or wrong annotations.
Lessons Learned From Microkernel Verification
If none of these facilities provide the right clue, the user is left with "debugging" the verification state by inserting additional assertions to further split the proof and isolate those parts of annotations that are difficult for the automatic prover.
Example. At some points the behavior of the verification system is unexpected and experience in using the verification system is crucial: for example, the assertion \exists int i; i == 1 cannot be verified by VCC without providing another essential annotation in form of a trigger. Another stumbling block is that not only is the ordering of assertions of importance in finding a proof, but also is the ordering of loop invariant annotations. Also, for performance reasons, some information about the proof state is discarded when calling other functions and the user has to explicitly state which information to keep after the function call for the verification of the remaining function.
Issue: Amount of Annotations. Although small scale verification is possible using current verification tools and methodologies with reasonable effort, there is still room for improvements. Most notably, the large amount and high verbosity of annotations is one issue when using auto-active verification tools. In case of VCC, the specification language has been optimized several times to reduce annotation overhead.
Example. For the functional verification of parts of the memory manager in PikeOS [4] the overhead of specification compared to the code compared by lines was still 5:1, using VCC as of Feb. 11, 2011.
Approaches to Resolving the Issue. An obvious way to reduce the amount of annotations necessary, besides improving the performance of the SMT solver, is to identify common specification patterns and create new specification constructs as abbreviation. Another possibility is to choose defaults for specification constructs that cover the most frequent explicit specifications.
Note that in case of C, function declarations are given in separate header files and VCC takes advantage of this by allowing to annotate these declarations with the function contract. This separates the interface specification from the auxiliary specification in the function body but at the same time impairs usability of the verification tool: either the user does not have the contract and the implementation visible side by side when verifying or inspecting the function, or he/she duplicates resp. moves the contract to the implementation, incurring additional overhead to synchronize the header file with the implementation.
But even with the interface specification taken care of, the problem of a large amount of auxiliary annotations in the function body remains. Again, support of a special verification development environment could help the user to keep track of both implementation and specification. Parts of the annotations irrelevant for the user in understanding the specification could be hidden, given a heuristic that determines the relevancy of an annotation. Information that could be taken into account for such a heuristic is a similarity measure on annotations resp. formulas (cf. [17] ) -this would allow to hide all but one annotation in a group of similar annotations.
Also, adapting the technique of code refactoring to specifications could be used to reduce the amount and improve readability and maintainability of annotations, e.g., by factoring out often used blocks of specifications in a specification function.
One option to reduce amount of required auxiliary annotations is to shift user interaction towards the proof construction stage, as done in interactive provers. Annotations would only contain the main properties and insights about the implementation (e.g., loop invariants). Proof guidance (e.g., quantifier instantiations) would be done interactively (the information provided by the user can be stored in an explicit proof object for reuse, as in, e.g., the KeY verification tool [9] ).
Handling Software Evolution
While the one-time effort in verifying a large software system is already high, this does not yet include expenditures for re-verification in case of software evolution. In order to integrate functional software verification into the software development process as part of the software quality control, costs for reverification have to be reduced, e.g., by re-using as many annotations as possible.
Issue: Change Management. Another issue that arises when verifying an implementation in productive use is that it is constantly evolving, for example, to satisfy changing requirements from users of the software. To cope with these changes, when deciding on the frequency of applying code updates, one has to find a balance between costs for re-verification and the benefits of improvements in the system that might simplify specification and verification.
One possibility is to constantly apply the changes that occur in the production code to the source snapshot that is used as the verification target. While some proofs are not affected by such small changes, it is in general still necessary to adapt code annotations and verification proofs. The other possibility is to fix a version of the source code for verification. Then, to get verified properties for the code used in the actual product, the annotations of the verification target have to be adapted in one big leap to the current implementation at the end of the project.
Example. In Verisoft XT, in the beginning, we constantly applied changes occurring in the production code (at the expense of time available for the actual verification progress). At a later point, no more updates were done the verification target. To support change management, a test harness was used for regression testing to check whether previously completed proofs were still valid or had to be redone.
Related Work
Two recent large scale verification projects relevant for our work are the L4.verified project [20] and the Hyper-V sub-project [21] within Verisoft XT. Compared to PikeOS, the Hyper-V source code is roughly one order of magnitude larger with about 100kLOC. Also, Hyper-V makes use of a multi-core hardware setup. Similar to the setup of PikeOS, the code base of the hypervisor was not adapted to simplify verification. Concerning the amount of annotations per line of source code needed, a maximum ratio of three to one is reported [27] .
In another sub-project of Verisoft XT, the functional verification of a simple version of a hypervisor has been accomplished showing feasibility of auto-active verification for system software and which has been used to improve the VCC tool for further use in the Verisoft XT project. Specification effort mentioned in [2] matches the ratio reported for Hyper-V: the implementation consisted about 2.5k C code tokens compared to the 7.7k annotation tokens needed. Based on experience gathered within verification of those hypervisors, the VCC methodology and tool chain has been improved with the goal to increase performance of the automated prover and especially to guarantee fast response times in case of failed verification attempts, as this is the common case in software verification.
In the L4.verified project, an approach was taken that differs in various ways from the one used for the PikeOS and Hyper-V verification in Verisoft XT. Besides using the interactive theorem prover Isabelle/HOL for specification and verification of the seL4 microkernel, the implementation of the kernel was written from scratch for the project and adapted to suit verification, if needed. Also, an abstraction layer in form of a Haskell implementation of the kernel has been reported to be of great help (instead of directly verifying the equivalent C implementation). Both implementations in Haskell and C together amount to approx. 15kLOC, while the Isabelle script used in verification spans 200kLOC [20] .
Improving the Verification Process. To simplify the specification and verification process, being able to specify abstractions of code-level properties is important. There are many formalisms to provide control and data abstraction -of those, we already mentioned the Common Algebraic Specification Language (CASL), as well as Communicating Sequential Processes (CSP) or Abstract State Machines (ASM). Other approaches to improve usability of the specification languages take their cues from software engineering: for example specification patterns [10] or specification refactoring [16, 18] are useful instruments to facilitate writing and maintaining specifications.
A combination of interactive verification and auto-active tools has been used for the verification of checkers for complex algorithmic implementations in [1] , taking advantage of VCC for code level verification and Isabelle/HOL to verify mathematical properties. Also, the Isabelle/HOL framework has been used in the HOL-Boogie tool [11] , which has been developed to interactively perform complex proofs that VCC cannot handle.
Conclusion
Deductive program verification tools have made significant progress in recent years that allows to apply them to complex concurrent software. However, to be able to efficiently verify large software, further improvements are necessary. As the modules that can be verified using current tools get larger and more complicated, it becomes apparent that the process of finding the right specification is now the bottleneck.
In this paper, we have described issues in software verification that occurred during the verification of PikeOS within the scope of the Verisoft XT project and that contribute to the problem of coming up with sufficient code annotations. For most issues, we presented ideas on how to resolve the shortcomings. In general, in order to handle verification of large software systems efficiently, we claim that better support from the verification tool is needed to get from verification of individual functions to verification of whole software systems. This would have to include support in finding the right modularization and abstraction. A first step in this direction is to provide the user with feedback in case of interdependent function specifications, so that mismatching contracts are discovered early in the specification process [8] .
Besides annotation-based specifications, which are well suited for describing implementations at source-code level, there is a need for further specification constructs tailored to describing the system properties at higher levels of abstraction. Amongst others, these formalisms should allow to integrate knowledge of system developers even before starting the specification process at code level. At the code level, we propose to make use of established formalisms for abstract data types like CASL, to be able to specify common implementation data structures in a compact manner [7] .
Compared to verification of the academic system in the first phase of Verisoft, where Isabelle/HOL was applied, in the successor project Verisoft XT, verification was performed using the auto-active methodology of the VCC tool. VCC was developed within Verisoft XT with the goal of providing a high degree of automation in verifying functional properties of a program, which allows to scale verification to large software systems like the Hyper-V or PikeOS.
Some of the challenges presented in this paper are to a certain degree a consequence of this autoactive verification approach and the design decisions made in VCC, like the inflexible module granularity or the amount of annotations needed. Other issues mentioned affect both auto-active tools and interactive verification systems: entangled module specifications are of concern to all modular verification methodologies, also change management is a major issue in verifying evolving, real-world software.
For some of these issues shared by both verification approaches alike, interactive proof construction offers significant advantages -amongst others, guiding the prover in finding a proof (similar to finding sufficient annotations in case of VCC) is supported by being able to inspect the current proof state. Interactive proof systems like Isabelle/HOL also are more flexible concerning specification formalisms.
When a successful formal verification of complex and large software systems at code level is desired, we believe a combination of both interactive and auto-active specification and verification approaches is promising -similar to verification of certifying algorithms using VCC, together with Isabelle/HOL as shown in [1] . Using this combination, auto-active tools would allow for efficient verification of sourcecode level properties closer to the hardware, the resulting functional properties of the code abstracting from implementation details -whereas interactive verification systems may be used to verify complex system properties on a suitable, user-defined abstraction of the system.
